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A creative advertising campaign needs to more than just persuade a potential customer to
buy products. It needs to make an advertisement have a relevant connection with a target
audience and present products or services in a unique and unexpected way. A creative
strategy is defining how your advertising will achieve your task. A good strategy helps lead
you in the direction of solving your client’s problems in original ways using various media.
(Taylor, 2013).
The following creative campaign will explore new advertising options for the movie
commentary company, RiffTrax.
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RiffTrax creates, produces, and sells audio commentaries of movies,
television shows, and dated education short films for online and video
steaming download. The commentaries feature comedians Michael J.
Nelson, Kevin Murphy, and Bill Corbett (RiffTrax, 2016).
The premise of RiffTrax was started with Mystery Science Theater 3000, a
television show on Comedy Central and later SyFy channels from 1988 to

MST3K Cast: Tom Servo
(Kevin), Mike, Crow (Bill)

1999. It centered around the characters heckling bad movies that they
are forced to watch by a mad scientist. Mike Nelson was the head writer, and later the
host. The show also featured two puppet characters voiced and controlled by Kevin
Murphy and Bill Corbett (RiffTrax, 2016).
After MST3K was cancelled in 1999, Mike wanted to try to continue
the shows format just under a different presentation. He first
created The Film Crew in 2005, another B-movie heckling
program, with fellow MST3K cast members Kevin and Bill.
It only lasted four episodes. In 2006 Mike created RiffTrax.
After meeting with a legal consultant he learned that RiffTrax
could sell audio commentaries independent of the films they

RiffTrax Cast: Bill, Kevin, Mike

were “riffing.” The viewer would need to provide the movie themselves, therefore
protecting RiffTrax from any copyright issues (RiffTrax, 2016).
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Beginning in 2009, RiffTrax started Rifftrax LIVE. They would
riff movies in front of a live audience and simultaneously show
the event live across U.S. movie theaters with Fathom
Entertainment Live Events. To try to riff the popular Twilight
movie series, RiffTrax began a KickStarter campaign in 2013 to
pay for the rights to air the film in theaters and potential
digital distribution rights. Even though they reached a goal of over $200,000 dollars they
could not come to an agreement with Summit Entertainment. To make up for it, they
were able to secure the rights to air Starship Troopers (KickStarter, 2013). The successful
KickStarter campaign led to RiffTrax working with SyFy channel again and were
approached to riff their film Sharknado 2 (Reuters, 2014).
As of 2016 RiffTrax has done commentaries for over 200 films and tries to do four RiffTrax
Live Events a year.

Using a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) is a common technique
to help gauge the position of a business, brand, or company (Belch & Belch, 2015). The
following chart is a SWOT analysis for Rifftrax, with a narrative description for each
section following.

RiffTrax Live
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STRENGTHS
The strength of RiffTrax starts with their cult following. They have been in the business for
18 years and have a very loyal fan base. Not only do they have dedicated fans, they also
have celebrity fans. RiffTrax has worked with: Neil Patrick Harris, Weird Al Yankovic,
Kevin McDonald (The Kids in the Hall), Adam Savage (Mythbusters), and Kristen Schaal
(Bob’s Burgers, Flight of the Concords) (RiffTrax, 2016).
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RiffTrax products consist of Mp3 audio files and Mp4 video files. The Mp3’s are generally
three dollars or less. The Mp4 video files (which include a feature length film with the
audio commentary) costs ten dollars or less. Their files are generally inexpensive. Many of
the video downloads are films that are public domain, therefore, RiffTrax doesn’t even
have to pay for the rights to distribute. The cost to produce is the same as the basic Mp3
audio files (RiffTrax, 2016).
They produce not only a unique product, but a funny one. While there are imitators on
the internet, no one has the acquired business experience.

WEAKNESSES
The biggest weakness of RiffTrax is pirating, or more simply “small-scale” pirating. Like
music or movies, once a customer purchases a Mp3 file there is nothing stopping them
from giving copies to their friends. This can hurt profits for RiffTrax, but it could be seen
as another form of advertising, possibly bringing in future profits (Belch & Belch, 2015).
While RiffTrax has a strong fan base but they are still considered to have a cult following.
Those who were fans of MST3K which ended in 1999, later became fans of RiffTrax.
Therefore, the age demographic starts with Generation X and continues up into Baby
Boomers. Younger audiences do not know what RiffTrax or MST3K even is.
Due to the nature of RiffTrax copyright infringement is always a constant concern. They
must make sure all of their video downloads are public domain or that they have paid for
the rights to distribute.
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OPPORTUNITIES
The best opportunity for RiffTrax is to engage a wider audience. They need to get their
name out there to those unfamiliar with RiffTrax, but they need new audiences to
understand what RiffTrax is. They can also make use of their fan base. Cult followers
generally like to promote something they love.
Television exposure is another potential opportunity. RiffTrax recently have had some
television time on the Nat Geo channel. They have put out multiple Total Riffoff specials.
They do their riffing commentary on various Nat Geo nature programs (National
Geographic Channel, 2016). If they try to build this more they could have the opportunity
to expand to other networks to work toward engaging a larger audience.

THREATS
Competition is always a threat, but RiffTrax is fortunate that the competition is small.
Their main competitor is Cinematic Titanic. Their formula is the same but they only do
public domain films. Cinematic Titanic is also a spin-off of MST3K. While RiffTrax consists
of half the former writers and actors from MST3K, Cinematic Titanic consists of the other
half (Cinematic Titanic, 2016). Another minor threat is Red Letter Media. They are a
YouTube based production that does commentary on movie previews (Red Letter Media,
2016).
As mentioned in the weaknesses, there is always the threat of potential copyright lawsuits.
Even if RiffTrax is following copyright rules, there is also the potential for movie studios to
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file a lawsuit due to RiffTrax making money from their product or hurting their sales
because RiffTrax is making negative press.
While RiffTrax is reasonably priced, they also make it not largely profitable. The threat of
pirating is the biggest problem with gaining profits. RiffTrax uses a disclaimer at the end
of all of their commentaries asking for donations if the viewer obtained a copy of their
commentary for free (RiffTrax, 2016).

The Advertising will convince 30-60 year old males that RiffTrax provides entertaining
movie commentaries.

The Support will be proven thanks to successful business concepts and ideas that
spawned 11 seasons of MST3K, plus 28 years acting and writing experience.

The Tone will be light, jovial, and nostalgic.
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Client: RiffTrax

Why are we advertising?
To promote live events and sell audio commentaries for entertainment purposes.

Whom are we talking to?
Targeting 30-60 year old white collar males with a higher education.

What do they currently think?
They remember what MST3K was, but have never heard of RiffTrax.

What would we like them to think?
“I used to enjoy watching MST3K, I need to give RiffTrax a try and see if it is just as
good.”

What is the single most persuasive idea we can convey?
To give a feeling of nostalgia for MST3K, and want to try RiffTrax and enjoy the
same type of entertainment. They will then tell others (word of mouth), laugh,
attend live events, and become “one of us…”

Why should they believe it?
Proven successful with 11 seasons of MST3K, plus 28 years acting and writing
experience.

What is the personality we want to convey?
A feeling of light, jovial, nostalgic fun.

Are there any sacred cows?
Ad content will be appropriate for all ages, but some featured movies are R-rated.

Are there any creative guidelines?
Print posters, Print (viral sticker campaign), digital (social media, Twitter focused)
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Our target market of one will based around “Jon Bon Jovi.” He is a 35-year-old, white male.
Jon has a Master’s degree and works in the engineering field. He is good with his money,
invests well, and still has a large disposable income. Jon owns his own home and car. He is
single, lives alone, and has no pets. Jon is shy, yet easy going, a little over weight, but
exercises regularly. He has a belief in God and is a Democrat who leans liberal progressive.
He travels rarely and when he does it’s to visit his family. His family is from the south east
coast and lives in what one would generously call a rural area. Jon however, has no accent
and distances himself from stereotypically rural interests.
Jon lives what one would call a “geek lifestyle.” He enjoys collecting memorabilia, music,
and movies. He plays video games, table-top games like Magic the Gathering, and hangs
out with his close friends. He is also a movie lover and has no problem seeing films in
theaters alone. He does not frequent pop culture or gaming conventions due to not
wanting to travel. He sometimes visits one convention that takes place in his town once a
year.
Jon’s typical work day starts with waking up around 7:00am. He has breakfast, does his
grooming activities, and leaves for his job. He starts work at 8:00am. Jon works in a
cubicle office environment in which he does projects alone or works in teams. His work
also requires about one meeting per day. He typically leaves the office for lunch with his
fellow office mates.
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He works until 5pm and then goes straight to the gym for an hour. He will then head
home for the day. Dinner is either fast food, or sit-down restaurant take-away. Jon rarely
cooks, but loves a home cooked meal. He does not drink coffee, but enjoys a cola
beverage. He regularly drinks water however, since he is trying to improve his health. He
will then spend the remainder of his night playing video games, listening to music, and
watching movies. Jon is a night owl and typically stay us past midnight each night. If he is
engrossed in video game playing he can stay up even later and function on less sleep the
next day.
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The ad layout will take advantage of already existing imagery. Since RiffTrax

MST3K Silhouette

does commentaries on existing movies, the original movie posters can be used. In the
traditional MST3K style, where the actors were silhouetted at the bottom of a movie, these
ads will feature a new silhouette style super imposed on top of movie posters (RiffTrax,
2016). In addition, there will also be speech bubbles with a few jokes so the viewer can
understand what this silhouette “defacing” a poster is supposed to be taken comedic in
nature. The same silhouette can be used on any poster and would just require new speech
bubbles.
In the corner of the silhouette the RiffTrax logo would be shown along with their tagline
and the website URL. In the case of a live movie event, the Fathom Events logo will be
added plus the date of the show.
The jokes will be our copy, while the product information will be our heading. In the
following example the movie chosen, Night of the Living Dead, was a past RiffTrax live
event and the movie is under public domain (Romero, 1968).
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The display for a poster will be exclusively for
RiffTrax LIVE Events. They will be featured in
movie theaters in the typical “Coming Soon/Now
Playing” poster ads that grace the inside and
outside walls of theater buildings.
Optimally, the ad will use a printing of the
original theatrical movie poster. The poster will
be inserted in to the display box, protected by the
plastic outer cover. Then a plastic cling of the
RiffTrax silhouette will be placed on the outside of
the box attached to the plastic protector. The idea
is that the RiffTrax was not supposed to be there. “Someone” painted stencil-style graffiti
on the outside of the poster. Therefore, the clings have a spray paint looking border. The
will give the illusion of a viral physical promotion. The clings can be removed with no
damage to the poster marquees. Plus, being a plastic cling, they should hold up in both
inside and outside environments.
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The RiffTrax radio ad will be a promotion for RiffTrax Live with Fathom Events (Fathom,
2016). This ad example is for a past RiffTrax Live House on Haunted Hill (Castle, 1959). To
better reach the target audience these ads will be featured on Spotify and Pandora radio.
The ad will feature music with voice over information. RiffTrax has produced several songs
and jingles for various riffs. We will be using “(Party at the) House on Haunted Hill” for
our song (Rifftones, 2010).

RiffTrax 4/4/16
Radio :30
“Fathom Events: House on Haunted Hill”
00:00 VO:

The stars of MST3K bring you RiffTrax Live: House on Haunted Hill

00:02 AUDIO:

[Music starts in the background]

Well there’s a party tonight on haunted hill
Vincent Price is gonna try to kill
his lusty busty champagne swilling spouse.
Well you’ll be tortured you’ll be taunted
Trying to figure out which is haunted
Is it the hill or actually the house?
00:22 VO:

See House on Haunted hill [insert date]

Well the joint is really kind of cool
Got hydrochloric acid in the swimming pool
The owner is a drunken leprechaun (Rifftones, 2010).
00:28 VO:

Tickets on sale now on Fathom Events dot Com

00:30 AUDIO:

[Fades out]
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The pop-up web advertisement will open up with the image on the
right. Similar to the radio ad, this will feature at :10 section clip from
the first part of “(Party at the) The House on Haunted Hill”:

Well there’s a party tonight on haunted hill
Vincent Price is gonna try to kill
his lusty busty champagne swilling spouse.
(Rifftones, 2010)
(Castle, 1959)

Sharknado is a movie produced by the SyFy channel. This RiffTrax commercial is for a
promotion of a special showing of the RiffTrax live performance of Sharknado airing on
the SyFy channel (Reuters, 2014).
The commercial is inspired by the cancellation commercial Sci-Fi (SyFy) aired back in
1999 (Sci-Fi, MST3K Sci-Fi final episode commercial, 1999). Now Mike, Kevin, and Bill are
back for revenge for being cancelled to riff one of SyFy’s own movies (Flynn, 1999).
There will be one clip from the original MST3K series, but MST3K will not be stated in the
commercial. The clip is from episode 821 that aired on Sci-Fi (SyFy) in 1997 (Sci-Fi, MST3K
Time Chasers, 1997). It is hard to see, but the clip still has the Sci-Fi logo superimposed in
the right hand corner of the screen.
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RiffTrax Sharknado
:30 Cable / SyFy Channel
“They are back for revenge”
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Guerrilla marketing is an alternative tactic using non-traditional approaches. It primarily
is used to reach demographics such as Generation X and younger. One form of guerrilla
marketing takes place in an outdoor setting and is not held back by traditional boundaries
of road signs and storefronts. It can be seen as a rebellious, or even illicit method for
creating promotional displays for a commercial product. It may require tactics that are
commonly used by street artists who violate similar conventions to display their work, aka
graffiti. This type of advertising through an unconventional space has the ability to
influence audiences more casually (Serazio, 2013). The following examples are for two
different executions of the same guerilla marketing tactic.

The base concept of this project will be centered around a sticker campaign. A sticker
campaign is not just about bumper stickers. It can be a fun low-cost advertising
alternative. Stickers can be given as “gifts.” Audiences are mostly likely to not throw away
a sticker like other traditional direct marketing flyers. There is a desire of wanting to
“stick” a sticker somewhere, therefore providing a casual advertising message (Nicholson,
n.d.)
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The Used Movie Store
RiffTrax is known for “riffing” bad movies. Where do bad movie DVD’s go to die? The used
game and movie store. Many of the RiffTrax commentaries are for movies they do not
have the right to distribute. Therefore, the viewer needs to own the DVD in order to synch
up with the commentary (RiffTrax, 2016). Some DVD’s that were not very popular become
hard to find over time. They can also become expensive due to limited release and
obscurity. A good source to find an old movie, cheaply is in the used movie section of a
store.
Target cities can be chosen to start this campaign and work up to larger areas depending
on how successful the campaign becomes. Stickers for 10 specific movies can be cost
effectively made and printed. Used movie stores in the target cities can then be contacted
about the sticker campaign. If the store would like to participate they will be mailed an
advertising bundle of stickers for free. The benefit for the store owner is an extra incentive
for customers to buy “bad” movie DVD’s. The stickers help the stores sell off movies and
RiffTrax gets a promotion at the same time. If the used movie store doesn’t carry all of the
movies the stickers promote, then the base sticker with no comments can be given out to
customers as a basic promotion.
In addition, these stickers can also have a promo code. Audiences can then enter the code
on the RiffTrax site and receive a 15% discount on their order, for example.
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Redbox
This is a riskier campaign idea. (The Redbox execution examples use the same sticker
technique due to time constraints) This example would use printed plastic clings. The
clings will be placed on top of the lower right corner of the movie box art featured on
Redbox vending machines (RedBox, 2016). The clings will correspond with available
RiffTrax commentaries and features Redbox films.
This could be considered a form of vandalism and should be executed with caution. It is
important to note though, the clings pose no threat of destruction to a Redbox vending
machine. They can be easily removed with no leftover sticky residue. (The vinyl stickers
also pose no threat, but there is the chance that over exposure to sunlight may melt the
sticker and cause some of the adhesive to be harder to remove.)
There is also a unique additional advertising possibility if those who find these clings
“steal” them and stick them to their cars or other surfaces so the cling can continue
advertising for RiffTrax.
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Vinyl stickers are created for the RiffTrax main
corner image. Different comment bubbles will be
needed depending on the film. The stickers
measure approximately 2x3 inches in size. They
can also be easily removed with no damage to the
surface in which it was attached to. These stickers
happened to be ordered and printed with
RedBubble.com. They were designed to promote
the RiffTrax Hunger Games commentaries (Ross,
2012).
The Pre-owned
video store (Vintage
Video example) can
place the stickers on
appropriate DVD
covers.
The Redbox sticker

(Vintage Video, 2016)

is placed in the
corner and does not
block the film it is
“riffing.”

(RedBox, 2016)
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The areas selected for the used movie store promotion can be advertised on the RiffTrax
website and on their Twitter pages. Customers would be encouraged to try to find DVD
copies of movies with the stickers simply to own a copy of the movie and receive a
discount on a RiffTrax commentary.
In addition, they can also use the sticker promotion as part of an online contest. If
customers already own certain movies or commentaries, they can still have an incentive to
try to find these DVD stickers. They can take a photo of the sticker and enter to win “free
digital goodies,” a common RiffTrax promotional give-a-way (RiffTrax, 2016).
Finding the Redbox clings could be part of a second more difficult contest. There will be
no mentioning of Redbox. Instead, they can promote an “easter egg” cling find. It will be
harder to find these and there will be no clues given. This prize will be larger for those
who find a cling. To eliminate a bunch of friends all taking a photo of the same cling at
the same time and submitting multiple entries, they will need to enter where they found
the cling. Only the first person who finds it will be eligible for the free goodies.
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To try to keep up with modern trends, marketers sometimes need to strive to create
campaigns that are ahead of the curve, an idea that is so new, no one has ever thought of
it before (Taylor, 2013). RiffTrax is a small and unique company. New ideas need to be
cost-effective and aim to reach their niche audience.
Consider the prospect of using movie theater snipes. Snipes are defined as:
“any material before a feature presentation other than a trailer. Welcome to our
theater, courtesy trailers (no smoking, silence your cellphones, no talking), and
promotions for the snack bar are the most common kinds of snipes (Valentine,
1996).”
The classic “Let’s All Go to the Lobby” one-minute animated advertisement is one of the
first theater snipes of its kind (Fleischer, 1957). For this example, the Regal Theater snipe is
being used. It’s a take on the classic “Let’s All Go to the Lobby” with a modern twist of the
classic candy breaking out of the screen and promoting new snack bar merchandise
offered by Regal Cinemas (Regal Cinemas, 2013).
A theater snipe will start to play as normal. Silhouette figures will then step into the
screen one by one. They will then start to “riff” the snack bar advertisement, making fun of
various aspects of the ad. At the end of the snipe the theater name will appear, but so will
the RiffTrax logo. This snipe will essentially morph from a snack bar snipe into a courtesy
snipe with the tagline: “Please don’t riff the movie, leave that to the professionals.” One of
the silhouettes then sarcastically says “sorryyyy.” End of snipe.
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The concept follows the classic bait and switch. It will start off as normal, but then a
commentary surprisingly butts in. The snipe will still promote snacks, the theater, and a
corporate soft drink, but RiffTrax will be included in the promotion as well.

(Regal Cinemas, 2013)
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This advertisement can start off on a small scale. Perhaps only playing in smaller chain
movie theaters like The Alamo Drafthouse, with only 22 locations and known for its strict
no talking and cellphone policies (The Alamo Drafthouse, 2016). If the campaign is
successful it can then move on to larger theater groups.
The commentaries can also differ. The jokes can be changed periodically so frequent
movie goers do not hear the same routine every time.

RiffTrax has a great opportunity to expand their business and reach a larger target
audience. With some new creative marketing strategies RiffTrax can find affordable ways
to do more advertising and find ways to include their loyal fan base in promotions. A
creative strategy helps maintain boundaries so a team doesn’t wander far from primary
goals. It is here where one can begin identifying and understanding their target market.
Effective advertising needs to reach out to a market of one, one person at a time to receive
positive results (Belch & Belch, 2015). This can include effective poster advertising for
rapid viewing, radio, web, and television advertising to tell a story or guerrilla marketing
to make use of unique advertising opportunities (Drewniany & Jewler, 2013).
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